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Executive summary 
WiMP is a music streaming service that provides the user with customized music 
offerings. The company is established in several countries including Germany, which 
will be the focus of this thesis. 
The goal for this thesis is to figure out how WiMP can continue their growth in the 
German market, and gain a competitive advantage on their competitors. 
To reach this goal the group has gathered a large amount of information, conducted a 
survey and an analysis of the company both internal and external. This is summarized in 
a SWOT analysis. The group has used relevant theories and models throughout the 
thesis to explain the situation of WiMP. 
At the end, the group will provide a summary and a strategic recommendation for what 
measures the company should pursue in the future.  
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1. Introduction 
This thesis is our final project in our Bachelor´s degree in International Marketing from 
BI Norwegian Business School. 
 
We have written the thesis with assistance from our supervisor at the University of 
Mannheim. We have been exchange students in Germany during our 5th and 6th 
semester.  
 
WiMP Germany has provided us some information regarding the company and their 
current activities.  
 
The purpose of the thesis is to describe and explore the possibilities for WiMP in the 
German music streaming market. At the end we will provide a strategic 
recommendation for what measures the company should pursue in the future.  
 
1.1 Problem Definition 
“How can WiMP continue their growth in the German music streaming market and 
obtain a solid foothold, and get a competitive advantage over their main competitors” 
 
Research questions 
Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011 p.28) describe research questions as questions that 
summarize and answer the research aim. WiMP must acquire information about 
relevant factors to further plan their market strategy: 
 
o Are WiMP and music streaming services attractive for German consumers 
compared to more traditional ways of listening to music? 
o Which factors regarding streaming are most valuable for the consumers? 
o Does people in Germany have a basic understanding of music streaming? 
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1.2 Research Limitations 
o We did not have any prior knowledge to the music streaming market in 
Germany 
o Our survey had too few respondents to make a representative collection of the 
population. It is only valid for academic purposes.  
o The respondents were mostly students situated in the Mannheim area with a low 
annually income. 
 
2. WiMP 
2.1 Company Profile 
WiMP is a music streaming service focusing on inspiring users to listen to new music 
and old favorites. The software was first released in February 2010, and the company 
has been growing ever since. Through local editorial teams in each country, WiMP 
provides daily recommendations, news and playlists for any occasion and guides users 
through a gigantic music library. 
 
WiMP has currently licensed over 23 million tracks from all the major labels and indie- 
and local labels. Thousands of new songs are added to WiMP every day. 
 
WiMP is among the best music streaming services in Germany (Stiftung Warentest, 
07.2013). The local editorials work every day to showcase what is new and give the 
consumers pearls from the past, as well as providing playlists for every occasion – like a 
dinner party, working out or warming up for a concert. WiMP aims to be the best at 
providing local music, and a part of the local music scene as well as what is happening 
internationally. With local music we mean native artists from the specific countries. 
 
To gain access to WiMP’s music library, the consumer has to sign up and subscribe.  
As the users pay a monthly fee for the service, it can be used for an unlimited amount of 
hours and on multiple devices. WiMP is currently available with tailored versions for 
desktop computers (PC/Mac), smartphones, tablets (iPhone, iPod, iPad, Android phones 
and tablets, Nokia’s Symbian, MeeGo and Windows Phone 8), including network 
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players from Logitech Squeezebox and Sonos. 
 
When signing up there is no free commercial based alternative, however WiMP offers 
new users a free trial period for the first 30 days. This applies for both the premium and 
the HiFi version. WiMP is present in several countries, and has agreements with several 
TV and internet providers, which offer paying customers bundling packages where they 
can get a membership for free and to reduced prices.  
 
WiMP stands for premium sound. Users can choose their preferred sound quality.  
As of October 2013 lossless streaming is available through WiMP HiFi.  
 
The difference between WiMP Premium and WiMP HiFi  
The products has the same features, however the HiFi alternative offers “Lossless 
Audio FLAC” & ALAC files which has a much higher sound quality than the normal 
alternatives. WiMP is currently the only provider of this advanced streaming service. 
Both WiMP Premium and HIFI are completely commercial free. 
 
 
Figure 1: Streaming quality differences, https://wimp.no/wweb/specials/hifi_lossless/ 
 
Users can store songs and albums in offline mode, to play when they are not connected 
to the internet.  
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WiMP is available in Germany, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Poland.  
A version of WiMP is available in the Netherlands, provided by partner Ziggo.  
The company has offices in Berlin, Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Warsaw with a 
total of approximately100 employees. The headquarter is located in Oslo, Norway. 
 
WiMP is fully owned by Aspiro AB, a Swedish company listed on the Nasdaq OMX 
stock exchange in Stockholm. Aspiro AB’s largest shareholder is the Norwegian 
company Streaming Media AS, owned by media group Schibsted, Ferd Capital and the 
music retail chain Platekompaniet. 
 
3. Methodology 
In this section is our findings from the survey, and the description of the methods used 
for collecting data. 
 
3.1 Research Design   
Explorative design 
Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011, p.39) describe the explorative design as the 
appropriate method to use in situations where the researcher has little or no prior 
knowledge about the research topic. The explorative design should be used to gain a 
broader understanding of the field of research and to be able to analyze the current 
situation. We have used explorative design in our collection of secondary data, since we 
did not have any knowledge about the music streaming market in Germany. 
 
Descriptive design 
Descriptive design is used when the researcher has a basic understanding of the field of 
research. Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset (2011, p.41) state that the purpose of 
descriptive design is to describe a certain situation within a research field. In our thesis, 
the survey is made with descriptive design.  
 
3.2 Data Collection 
The next step in our thesis is the collection of data. We will use both secondary data and 
primary data when gathering information. To gain an understanding of WiMP´s 
situation and the streaming market, it is crucial to collect a substantial amount of 
information. These findings will also be used to answer the research questions. 
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All collected information will be used for academic purposes only. 
 
Secondary data 
Secondary data is an effective way of gathering information on broad topics. This is 
being used when it is difficult to gather primary data. Secondary data is collected by 
alternative sources for other purposes. (Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset, 2011, chapter 4).  
There are two different sources of secondary data, internal- and external. The internal 
sources are data collected by the company itself. The external source is divided into 
three categories; public source, professional literature and standardized surveys and 
findings. 
 
In our case it is really difficult to get an insight into the streaming market without access 
to secondary data. The internal data provided to us by WiMP, gave us some insight 
regarding company profile, goals and strategy. The external data we collected mainly 
came from public sources and some standardized surveys - about the market in general. 
 
Primary data 
Primary data is characterized for being specially designed, and collected to answer the 
research questions. (Gripsrud, Olsson and Silkoset, 2011, chapter 5). There are two 
options for collecting this data; a quantitative way or a qualitative way. The quantitative 
way is data that can be quantified, and is being analyzed into statistics. The qualitative 
way is data in text, and when being analyzed one have to interpret the findings. In our 
thesis we use the quantitative approach.  
 
3.3 Survey Findings 
General 
We had 100 respondents conducting our survey.  
Several questions were asked regarding the importance of the different features while 
using a streaming service. At the subjective questions we used a “likert scale”, ranging 
from very important to not important. We used five choices of answers, making a 
neutral answer available. The finding we made about this is stated below. On the first 
graph the “likert scale” answering options were based on satisfaction.  
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97% of all the respondents are Germans, or have lived in Germany for more than 365 
days. This question was relevant for us and for WiMP, because the objective was to 
target German consumers. Some of the graphs, which are not displayed in this chapter, 
are in the appendix.  
 
Because of the structure in some of the survey questions, we decided not to display the 
result in any graph, in this questions we have commented on the results with a text only. 
 
The results regarding age, profession and income, states significant high numbers of 
students (68%). Most of the respondents had the lowest yearly income €0-5000 (50%) 
and was aged 18-25 (68%), the rest being respondents working (32%). We can assume 
that most of the low-income respondents are students, as they earn less money 
compared to a working population. As student tends to be at a lower age than people 
working, we assume that most of the students are the same respondents that are of age 
18 to 25. 
 
Approximately 52% of the respondents were currently using a streaming provider, and 
the remaining 48 % were using another music provider. Spotify was significant the 
highest choice of streaming providers. Respondents that used WiMP, Google play or 
Rara were significant lower. No other streaming providers were used. This is an 
indication of how large market share Spotify possess in Germany.   
 
The most frequently used music source when not using a streaming provider is (48% of 
all respondents); YouTube (28%), CD’s (22%), Radio (19%), legal downloading 
including iTunes (15%), illegal downloading (9%) and LP (2%). Few respondents 
preferred downloading music illegal, but compared to the legal alternatives, it is still a 
popular option for some. This would probably indicate that the music industry in 
Germany cannot exclude this threat. 
 
The substitute music listening channels YouTube and radio is free of charge. Because 
this channels were so preferable for the non-streaming respondents, we can correlate 
this with our question about monthly spending’s on music, where over 45% said that 
they did not use any money on music. This states that there are many potential 
customers, if WiMP is able to convert this segment to start paying for their music by 
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subscribing for their service. 
 
We assume the respondents that are spending €14-30 each month are the respondents 
with higher income. The respondents that have high spending on music are probably 
very passionate and perceive music as an important expense, and therefore spend more 
money.  
 
We assume that many students (income €0-5000 a year) do not have the desire to spend 
too much money on music, or just not able to afford it. This could indicate that a student 
discount could be an option for the high quality service WiMP offers, which could lead 
to students paying full price after graduating, and starting working full time. 
 
We assume that the respondents that use iTunes or CD´s as a music source are the 
respondents that spend the highest amount of money per month on music. For the 
average or extensive music consumers, it is more expensive to buy tracks from iTunes 
or to buy CD´s - rather than paying for a streaming service that cost approximately €10 
per month. We assume this indicates that the segment might not be well informed about 
how much more a streaming service has to offer, compared to paying for each track the 
consumer is downloading, or paying for CD’s. It is cheaper, and the consumers will 
have a more accessible and larger music library at their disposal by choosing a 
streaming service like WiMP. We assume that some consumers in this segment also are 
used to buy CD’s and are comfortable with this tradition. It could indicate that the 
segment is in need of more education and more incentives to switch to streaming. 
 
The respondents listen to music at several different occasions and locations. The most 
frequent answers were; at home, on the move, while studying and while working. Most 
of the respondents answered several of these locations. This indicates the importance of 
integrating WiMP in all music listening devices that are used at the different locations. 
To confirm this assumption, we can look at the question regarding mobility. It confirms 
that the respondents are indicating a high importance of being able to take their music 
with them, over 80% answered with “very important” or “important” at this question. 
 
The data collected of consumers, which use streaming, 33 of the respondents use 
streaming in offline mode, and 28 of the respondents do not. Regarding the question 
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about being able to play music offline in general, 85% of the respondents states that it 
was important to be able to have the music available offline. This could indicate that 
they use physical offline music channels like CD’s, or are enjoying the opportunity to 
store online music libraries for offline use. It is also an indication that some of the 
respondents that uses substitute products, which either require to be online, or with 
radio signal reception (e.g. YouTube and radio), are missing the opportunity for having 
the options to listen to music at any location, at any time. This is a good argument when 
trying to convert the segment to use WiMP, which offers offline use. 
 
Satisfied with current music provider 
Figure 2: Satisfied with current music provider, survey findings.  
 
We asked the question “are you satisfied with your current music provider”? As it 
states, there were many dissatisfied respondents, but most of them are neutral. We can 
assume that the respondents are not aware of other options, like WiMP. This can be a 
sign and effect of poor marketing, leaving the music consumers unaware over the other 
possibilities that the market have to offer. Since the switching costs are low and 
considered how easy it is to change music provider, we assume that many of the 
unsatisfied and neutral respondents would already have changed their music providers, 
if they knew that it was more satisfying and better options available. The results could 
also state that there are a huge potential for improvement with many services that are 
being used by the respondents. A neutral respondent is assumable not a negative result 
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for the provider, but we assume that any provider would want their customers to be very 
satisfied with their products. Satisfactions lead to a longer relationship with the product 
and brand, which is relevant for the provider. A long relationship gives a higher 
customer lifetime value, which in the end creates more profit to the company.     
 
Importance of saving playlists and backup 
Figure 3: Importance of saving playlists and backup, survey findings.  
 
When asking the question on whether it was important to save the playlist and keep a 
backup of the playlist, 70-80% of the respondents stated that it was of importance. This 
is a feature that WiMP offers, like many of its competitors. As mentioned, a digital 
product is indestructible, meaning it cannot be destroyed. If stored online, it is in theory 
always available as a backup. Music listening devices are fragile, and have a lifetime. 
Physical music like CD’s and LP’s are easy to destroy and if destroyed, there is no 
backup. Unless the user has copied the CD’s themselves. The only way to restore your 
music is to buy it again. We can assume that the respondents spend much time on 
creating and searching for their music, because “high importance” means that they are 
afraid of losing it. We can assume that their personal music is of high importance, 
because it possesses a sentimental value for the users.  
To ensure a backup for the music and playlist like a streaming provider has the 
possibility to do, is a huge incentive to convert “physical music consumers” to start 
subscribing for a streaming service.  
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Importance of price  
 
Figure 4: Importance of price, survey findings. 
 
The price is always important to most consumers in any market. In the streaming 
service there is no exception. The price is important for approximately 70% of the 
respondents.  
We know that most of the streaming services offer the same price, and that the price 
range seems to have been accepted in the market. Spotify and WiMP stands out by 
offering another price range. Spotify with a free version and WiMP with an expensive 
version. This is a good differentiation strategy. We assume by asking about price, that a 
low price on consuming music, is most preferable. As the results states, there are 
several respondents that are neutral, or gave an answer stating less or no importance. 
We assume by this that there is potential for higher pricing in the market, or that there is 
a segment that might want a better service for a higher price. Being that streaming has a 
fixed price, there is no opportunity for spending more. Even if there are some 
respondents that want or are used to spend hundreds of euro a month on music, they 
will not have the opportunity, because it is not possible to spend more than a fixed 
price.  
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Importance of sharing 
Figure 5: Importance of sharing, survey findings.  
 
Few respondents felt the importance to share their music. 42% said it was not important 
and 23% said it was less important. 20 % did state that it was important, and 14% was 
of a neutral opinion. This lack of importance could indicate that the opportunity to 
easily share music is a new technology, which is not prevalent in Germany. The 
German population is immature, meaning they have poor knowledge about streaming. 
In another question, 10% of the respondents stated that they did not have any familiarity 
about streaming. Being that most of the respondents were student, we assume that 
students and the younger generation are more receptive of new technology, and that the 
older generation tends to follow traditions and not possess the interest to follow new 
technological trends. Except people with above average interest in technological 
developments. This assumptions are made out of our own experience and how we 
percept the average society. Meaning that we can assume that more than 10% the 
general population of Germany probably does not know about streaming. Leading back 
to immaturity, and the need for better educating the market about streaming and all its 
features. Sharing music might be more popular and important for consumers in the 
future, with new generations growing up.  
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Importance of music recommendations 
 
Figure 6: Importance of music recommendations, survey findings.  
 
46% of the respondents have answered that this is an important feature, and 27% had a 
neutral opinion. When a library with over 23 million songs is available, there is a huge 
amount of music that is unknown to the subscribers that they might like, and over half 
of the respondents want to get an insight in this unknown music. WiMP is spending 
large amount of effort and resources providing tailored recommendations and news for 
different locations, which they should continue doing. It also indicates the importance 
of informing (marketing) the consumers of how WiMP’s product offer this service 
better, compared to their competitors. If the German respondents, which want this 
feature, had greater awareness about WiMP, they would perhaps already be a 
subscriber.  
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Importance of large music selection 
Figure 7: Importance of large music selection, survey findings.  
 
80% agree that it is an important feature to have a large selection of music. 15% of the 
respondents are neutral, only 5% thinks this is of less importance. This is a crucial 
feature for the consumers. Most of the streaming providers have large music libraries, 
but WiMP is better on providing local music compared to the competition. They offer 
tracks in their library that many competitors do not possess. The results also indicates 
that for a streaming service, it is important to always offer a large as possible library for 
the consumers, and WiMP should definitely continue offering music which the 
competition do not possess. 
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Importance of sound quality 
Figure 8: Importance of sound quality, survey findings.  
 
This is a feature with symmetric response. 37% think it is important, 36% are neutral 
and 27% think it is not important. As mentioned, WiMP offers a version with lossless 
quality (HiFi version). The lossy version that WiMP and all other streaming providers 
offers to, is not a “bad” quality. For most consumers the lower (standard) quality is a 
satisfying product.  
It is a quality that most consumers now take for granted. They all expect satisfying 
sound quality and they do get it. WiMP reaches out to a niche market, targeting the 
people that want an optimized experience with their HiFi product. We cannot assume 
what the respondents think of, when talking about high quality music. The results may 
indicate that the respondents do not want any lower quality than the lossless version.  
 
Summary 
We have created and conducted this survey to find out about the German respondents’ 
knowledge towards WiMP and other different music providers, and music streaming in 
general. We wanted to know what kind of features that were important for the 
respondents, and some details about their music listening habits and behavior. This was 
relevant to get a better insight on the German population, and it could be a helpful 
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indicator for WiMP’s future strategy and product development. 
4. Internal Analysis 
Before we can start on the strategy it is crucial to conduct an internal analysis. The 
internal analysis is used to discover WiMP´s strengths and weaknesses. We want to 
discover WiMP´s competencies and competitive advantage and have decided to use the 
ACE-model, BCG-matrix and the Bakka-model. 
 
4.1 ACE Model 
We continue this thesis with the ACE-model. The model is used to analyze in which 
degree a company is well prepared for internationalization. It is highly relevant to be 
aware of the internal company traits when doing business in several markets. 
Empirical studies have identified several differences between successful and 
unsuccessful exporters” (Solberg 2010, p.132). We will have a look at the different 
factors relevant to the company’s internationalization. It is important to highlight that 
WiMP is not practicing “traditional” export since there is no physical product involved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: ACE model  Solberg(2010, p.138)  
 
Attitudes  
“It is crucial that the top management and all employees possess the correct attitudes. 
This will reflect on the company’s activities and decisions.” (Solberg, 2010, p.132). 
Important attitude traits are: willingness to take risks, market orientation and attitudes 
towards other cultures. 
Attitudes	  
Embodiement	  Competence	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Willingness to take risks  
“Successful exporters have a tendency to have lower risk aversion compared to those 
who achieve less progress in their export activities”. (Solberg, 2010, p.133). It is also 
proven that exporters with extensive knowledge about their targeted markets has an 
advantage regarding the decision making process.  
 
With the introduction of WiMP in 2010, they are still a rather young company. Never 
the less, they are already present in five separate markets. The expansion of the 
company has been consistent and steadily. This indicates that they have a healthy 
attitude towards risk aversion with a willingness to take calculated risks.  
 
Market Orientation 
“Market orientation is a management philosophy where the company focuses on 
information between the market and their proximity to its customers, by closely utilize 
this information in decisions and activities”. (Solberg, 2010, p.133). 
 
WiMP has regional offices in all of the five markets they are represented in, Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Poland. This is a part of their strategy by being a 
highly market oriented company. They are also monitoring trends in the music 
streaming market and implementing new features in the software regularly. WiMP was 
one of the first providers to offer premade playlists and direct recommendations 
regarding music to the customers.  
 
Attitudes towards other cultures 
Cultural adaption and flexibility is profoundly necessary for doing business abroad. The 
company is avoiding cultural problems by having a diverse staff with employees from 
several countries.  
 
Competences 
WiMP holds a high level of human capital within the company. It has been an important 
focus on hiring people with different backgrounds from the music industry. The 
competences of these people are high, and it is an important success factor for the 
company. 
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Since WiMP’s startup in 2010, they have gained great knowledge in the music 
streaming market, and are currently using this competence to further develop the 
company.  
 
Marketing 
WiMP is currently advertising through several marketing channels. A considerable 
focus is on online marketing. Their Facebook fan page has currently 62 000 followers 
who receive real time updates regarding new releases and other interesting information. 
Other marketing activities on Facebook includes ads, post promotion and competitions.  
On Twitter, WiMP is currently advertising through promoted Tweets, which is 
advertising appearing like normal tweets, just marked with promotion.   
Google AdWords is also used to promote the company on the Internet. New users are 
offered special offers to increase the interest and brand equity.  
WiMP also uses printed ads in their marketing. This includes advertisement in relevant 
HiFi magazines and cooperation with festivals. As far as offline activities goes, WiMP 
participated on the “High End Fair” in Munich this year.   
CRM activities are keeping current and old customers up to date with a monthly 
newsletter and special offers. 
 
Embodiment 
“Even though some managers and employees have a high level of competence and the 
correct attitude towards internationalization, it is crucial that the entire organization 
possess these traits. Companies with successful export have managers who spend more 
time on focusing on internationalization, than those companies who does not succeed”. 
(Solberg, 2010, p.137).  
 
In this particular part of the ACE model, we have not received enough information from 
WiMP to analyze the embodiment in the organization. Based on previous information 
regarding WiMP, we assume that the focus on internationalization is given the highest 
priority in all parts of the business. This can be linked to their presence in several 
European markets with local sales offices.   
 
The ACE model reveals that WiMP is a highly internationalization focused company 
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who possess many traits for succeeding outside their domestic market.  The company is 
proven to be highly market oriented, have a positive attitude towards other cultures and 
they are willing to take calculated risks. Under competences, WiMP has an extensive 
marketing strategy and a solid presence in several marketing channels. We cannot make 
any conclusions regarding WiMP’s embodiment. From an overall perspective we would 
say that WiMP is highly prepared for internationalization.  
 
4.2 Boston Consulting Group Matrix 
We have included the BCG matrix in our internal analysis to evaluate how strong 
WiMP’s position is in the German market. It is highly relevant in the context of 
deciding the future strategy and to get an impression of the current situation. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Boston Consulting Group Matrix Solberg (2010, p.147) 
 
“The BCG matrix, or the “Growth Share matrix “ was first created by BCG founder 
Bruce Henderson in 1970. Since then, the matrix has helped companies allocate 
resources based on two factors: Company competitiveness and market attractiveness” 
(Reeves, Moose & Venema, BCG 2014). 
 
According to the matrix, the ideal position for a company is to be in the so-called “star” 
Star ? 
Cash Cow Dog 
Market 
growth 
Relative market share 
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category, this means that the company has a high market share in a market with 
considerable growth. To be a “cash cow” is also beneficial, since the company will 
generate large considerable profits, even though the market growth is low. A company 
experiencing low market shares in a stagnating market is labeled “dog”, and should in 
the given situation consider their business related activities.  
 
Based on the internal and external information we have gathered we would place WiMP 
in the question mark category. The music streaming market is experiencing growth, 
which automatically placing WiMP in the upper level of the matrix. We were unable to 
get information regarding WiMP’s market share, since this is classified company 
information.  
 
Spotify is with no doubt the market leader and a true “star” according to the BCG 
matrix. We believe that WiMP currently belongs in the left part of the question mark 
category. The company has grown ever since they entered the market, but they are 
probably still far behind Spotify when it comes to market shares.  
 
As we have no information regarding market shares, it would be difficult to make any 
suggestions or conclusion. If WiMP currently operates in the question mark category, it 
is crucial to keep focusing on differentiation and steadily move into the star category.   
 
4.3 Bakka – Model 
This model describes the factors believed to influence corporate decisions in the various 
stages (Bakka, B. 1973) (Solberg, 2010, p.119). 
 
The internationalization process includes five distinctive phases; trail export, extensive 
and intensive export, multinational marketing and global marketing. Criticism has been 
given to the model due to the reason that it is difficult to locate where the company is 
situated. (Solberg, 2010, p.119).  
 
Despite criticism, we feel that this model provide a thorough impression of WiMP´s 
globalization process. This model will contribute to determine WiMP´s preparedness 
for internationalization and also allocate where WiMP´s position is today, concerning 
the German market.  
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Trail export 
“The general challenges for a management of this phase is the knowledge of export 
conditions, payment, currency, shipping, customs/ duties, and import regulations, 
performance standards. The knowledge of the most basic market conditions, distribution 
structure, potential customers and competitors. Including the importance of personnel 
supports for the company’s export venture.” (Solberg, 2010, p.119).  
 
Extensive export 
“This is a courageous phase, where the company has become too confident, the 
companies prefer to do several deals, and then end up with an agent network in several 
countries. The objective is often unclear; the CEO is often alone with contacting the 
export markets, which leads to a poor follow-up of new markets. The lack of resources 
will limit the learning process, and the customer loyalty will not be strengthened. 
“(Solberg, 2010, p.120)  
 
Intensive export 
“The exports start to affect the company. As the experience gradually becomes more 
abundant, the company can make more rational and conscious decisions, the company 
can cut away the least lucrative markets and concentrate their efforts on what will 
eventually be called primary markets.” (Solberg, 2010, p.120 and 121)  
 
Multinational marketing 
“Exports constitute an integrated part of the company's total business. The company 
must analyze and get to know the markets, set clear goals for the business, and design a 
strategy to achieve the objectives. This concern the choice of markets and segments, 
product adaption and product development, active pricing policy, the choice of 
distribution channels and market impact, and design export organization.” (Solberg, 
2010, p.121) 
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Global marketing 
“This phase describes how the various phases of the internationalization model is 
expected to degenerate with regards to a number of variables, this might be export 
motive and different strategies for the selection of market and marketing mix.” 
(Solberg, 2010, p.121). 
 
4.4 Internationalization Process 
Motive of export 
WiMP has an export motive that is both operative and strategic. The export in this case 
is related to the entry of different countries. WiMP aims to increase profit and brand 
equity, they also aim to provide their consumers with the best experience possible.  
Based on this information we locate WiMP in phase three, intensive export.  
 
Market selection  
WiMP is looking at the maturity of the marked. This could raise question of why they 
did enter Germany, because of a very immature market for the advanced premium plus 
service WiMP offers. WiMP were to look at markets were streaming already is 
integrated and well known. Making no need of cost to integrate awareness, because 
other streaming providers had already taken the cost of educating the market. WiMP is 
focusing on many markets in their selections, and therefore we place them under 
extensive export. 
 
Market share 
Due to the limited information about WiMP´s market share regarding domestic and 
foreign markets we are not able to provide any actual figures. We can provide some 
numbers based on an article posted on «Music Norway» from IFPI Norway.  
It describes figures of steady growth in the domestic market (Norway). The streaming 
service generated a turnover of NOK 603 million in 2013, an increase of 11% compared 
to 2012 when sales of recorded music amounted to NOK 545 million. Income generated 
from streaming services such as WiMP, Spotify and Beat has increased from NOK 246 
million in 2012 to NOK 294 million in 2013, resulting in that streaming now holds a 
65% stake of the total Norwegian music market.  
 
Based on a statement from “news.cision.com” where they indicate that WiMP´s market 
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share is rapidly growing. Today they have 350 000 users worldwide, this include 
Germany. Based on this information we assume that WiMP´s market share in Germany 
is not yet significant and we locate WiMP in phase three, intensive export.  
 
Organization 
WiMP is present in five countries, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Poland. 
The headquarter is located in Norway, and sales and editorial offices in each country 
they are present. Wimp has also a version available in the Netherlands through their 
partner, Ziggo. We do not know how many employees of the organization is involved in 
each part of the internationalization process, but in total WiMP has approximately100 
employees divided on the five sales office who is located in Berlin, Oslo, Stockholm, 
Copenhagen and Warsaw. 
Based on this information we locate WiMP in phase four, multinational marketing.  
 
Entry strategy 
The characteristics WiMP used by choosing new markets to enter, were a matrix 
looking like this; population, disposable income, broadband penetration, smartphone 
penetration etc. (stated in an interview with Kjartan Slette, head of Strategy at WiMP). 
WiMP´s entry strategy has been to go into a market and establish a sales office. 
Knowledge of the most basic market conditions, distribution structure, potential 
customers and competitors are advantages, which comes with a sales office.  
Based on this information we locate WiMP in phase three, intensive export. 
  
Marketing Mix 
WiMP have partners in the music business where for instance they combine their 
services so it is compatible with other products like Sonos and Squeezebox, which are 
music listening devices. WiMP offers a competitive pricing policy and offers two 
different price ranges. In the profile of the already existing subscribers, WiMP uses a 
database to make a direct marketing approach towards them. 
Based on this information we locate WiMP in phase three, intensive export.  
 
Economic result 
Due to the limited information about WiMP´s economic result we can only give a 
statement of the domestic market, but we can assume that the contribution marginal, 
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due to the marginal profit in the domestic market. WiMP Norway AS's accounts in 2012 
showed a turnover (revenue) of NOK 120,147,000 with a record profit of NOK 1 782 
000 and a profit before tax of NOK 2 476 000. The balance sheet accounts are 
submitted and approved shows an equity equivalent NOK 6 673 000 and a debt of NOK 
45 387 000. 1 
Based on this information we locate WiMP in phase two, extensive export.    
 
Conclusion of the Bakka – Model 
WiMP can be assigned to the intensive export, with some recognition of fluctuations 
towards the phase’s extensive export. Multinational marketing occur in the 
organization. Analyzing this data we conclude that WiMP is more abundant and make 
more rational and conscious decisions. WiMP is also able to cut away the least lucrative 
markets for now, and concentrate their efforts on what will eventually be called their 
primary markets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 ‪http://www.180.no/regnskap/22042654275081.htm 
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5. External Analysis  
The external analysis consists of environmental factors that will help us determine the 
opportunities and threats for WiMP. This analysis determine what measures must be 
made to cause company growth, and to locate where the competitors have their 
weaknesses to create an advantage for the company. 
 
5.1 Competitors Analysis 
The reasoning behind a competitor’s analysis is to identify the competition. After the 
competition has been identified, we can assess their strengths and weaknesses according 
to WiMP´s product. Key points to what companies want to achieve in a competitors 
analysis is: 
 
• Understanding the competition 
• Identify best practice 
• Identify strengths and weaknesses 
These three key points are the main goals of a competitor’s analysis. It is important to 
get an insight in the competitor’s strategy and process, not necessarily to copy them, but 
to get an understanding of why the consumer prefer their product compared to their 
own. 
 
Identifying the best practice will let the company know what makes them unique 
compared to the other companies in the industry. However, according to Michal Porter 
there is no such thing as a best practice, there is either the most cost efficient or a 
differentiated practice. Those companies can always be challenged on these fields and 
they have to adapt accordingly.  
 
Identifying the number one company in the industry can give the company some tips on 
how to be more efficient. After identifying the strengths and weakness, the strategy on 
how to handle positioning and what opportunities can be exploited is easier. 
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The music market in Germany
 
Figure 12: The sales in million euros of recorded music market in Germany, 2003-2013. 
Source: (http://musicbusinessresearch.wordpress.com/2014/04/09/the-recorded-music-
market-in-germany-2003-2013/) 
 
CD sales are dominating and have done it for the last decade. The light purple on top 
being the digital music sales, streaming and iTunes included. There has been a steady 
growth for the last few years but in small scales compared to the CD. This goes to show 
that there are potential market shares still to be gained for the streaming service market.  
The sales of CD’s are declining for each year, and the streaming market should pick up 
the shares. 70% of the music sales today come from CD purchases.  
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This is two diagrams dividing the shares of sales in digital music.  
 
Figure 13: Market share of digital music formats 2008. Source: 
(http://musicbusinessresearch.wordpress.com/2014/04/09/the-recorded-music-market-
in-germany-2003-2013/) 
 
 
Figure 14: Market share of digital music formats 2013. Source: 
(http://musicbusinessresearch.wordpress.com/2014/04/09/the-recorded-music-market-
in-germany-2003-2013/) 
 
The diagram is from 2008 when Spotify launched, the first big player in streaming 
service. It has grown by 5.2% in five years, holding 20.7% of the market shares in 
digital music. We can assume that it is the indirect competitors such as iTunes that are 
2008 
Streaming(16,50 %) 
Mobile sales(12,60 %) 
Video digital(1,60 %) 
Download single-track
(36,20 %) 
Download bundles(33 %) 
2013 
Streaming(20,70 %) 
Mobile sales(0,90 %) 
Video digital(0,60 %) 
Download single-track
(31,80 %) 
Download bundles(46 %) 
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dominating this market. Offering downloads of single tracks and in bundles. These two 
segments have a total of 78% of the digital market. 
This is how the music market in Germany is divided. CD’s is still the dominant “go to” 
product. Digital music increases each year, and there is a battle for market shares. It is a 
difficult market with a huge potential of growth, and stealing market shares from the 
other sectors is a possibility. 
 
Competitors 
The biggest competitors to WiMP is according to our survey and information; Spotify, 
Google Play and indirect competitors such as iTunes/YouTube. 
  
Spotify 
“Spotify has ensured itself a viable path toward long-term success while limiting 
potential threats to the service’s long term sustainability“(Sean Parker, board director in 
Spotify).  
 
Spotify ensure that the artist gets a share of the pie, and allowing them to make a profit. 
Advertising creates much of Spotify’s profit. Spotify fund the publishers and music 
providers with this earning. They offer a free Spotify version, but the consumer then 
have some commercial breaks. The paid subscribers have no commercial at all. The 
service has 18million non-subscribers (using the free-version). They have excellent 
software for both smartphones and computers that are very user-friendly. An intangible 
strength they have is Sean Parker at the director’s board. This is the person who started 
Napster a decade ago. He brings confidence and faith to the management. 
 
The subscription for Spotify is bought on their website.  The software is downloaded 
from their website and the app is on the smartphones, it has the offline function. Spotify 
offers three different types of memberships. Spotify Free (96kbps) is the free version 
with commercial. Spotify unlimited (160kbps) 4,99€ per month, is a version were the 
consumers get access to everything with no commercial, but no access to the offline 
mode. Spotify Premium (320kbps) 9,99€ per month, is their core type where the 
consumer have access to everything. Spotify has a music library with over 20million 
songs and increasing by 10 000 each day. (The information is gathered on Spotifys 
webpage) 
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Google Play 
Google Play is similar to iTunes, and the consumers have the possibility to buy music, 
movies, books and magazines. The library is huge, including the world largest 
bookstore and millions of song. It is available on computers and Android. A weakness 
is that it cannot be used on the iPhone. WiMP is accessible on both iPhones and 
Androids. As for the offline mode, the consumers have the possibility of creating their 
own offline library similar to most of the competitions except YouTube.(The 
information is gathered from the webpage) 
 
iTunes 
The core strength of iTunes is that this is an apple product, the most valuable company 
in the world. With an apple product, the consumers have access to create their own free 
user at iTunes. Not only do they have access to digital music, the consumers can add all 
their CD´s into the iTunes library. iTunes weakness is that it is expensive to access their 
whole music library. WiMP as mentioned have more than 23million song available in 
an instant when subscribing to the service. On iTunes the consumers must download the 
songs, and it require much more storage space on your device, rather than streaming the 
preferable music.  
iTunes has an enormous music library of 37million songs. 
However, the pricing is not a monthly subscription compare to the streaming providers. 
At iTunes the pricing is €0.69, €0,99 or €1.29 for each song. After payment, the songs 
are the consumer’s property. 
On iTunes the consumers have access to movies, books, newspapers in addition to 
music. (The information is gather on apples webpage). 
 
YouTube 
YouTube allows billions of people to discover, watch and share originally created 
videos. YouTube provides a forum for people to connect, inform, and inspire others 
across the globe and acts as a distribution platform for original content creators and 
advertisers, large and small. (YouTube, 2014). 
It was founded in 2005 and has been owned by Google since 2006. Similar to iTunes 
they are owned by one of the most valuable companies in the world, which entitles them 
to almost infinite resources.  
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YouTube does not have the offline feature yet, but they are working on an app that will 
allow this. The consumers do have the possibility to create their own playlists. 
YouTube is not just about music; the users can add any video they want with 
appropriate content. The music is in video form, so the users get the music videos or 
recording from live concerts. This is a popular feature to many people, but it is not very 
mobile considering the need for internet access. There is a large amount of traffic on 
YouTube, more than 1 billion people visit YouTube every month, and there is 72 hours 
of video being uploaded every minute. (The information is gathered from youtube´s 
webpage.) 
 
The competitor’s analysis and a look into the market reveal that there is tough 
competition for WiMP. The competition has a huge advantage regarding access to 
resources. Furthermore it is a growing market with huge potential regarding market 
shares. As we look towards the competitions product we can see that WiMP is 
successful in differentiating themselves.  
 
5.2 WiMP – Porter ́s Five Forces  
After we have assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the competition, we continue 
on Porters five forces. By using this model we want to get an understanding of how the 
streaming service industry is, and look at the attractiveness of this market. 
 
Five forces 
In essence, the job of the strategist is to understand and cope with competition.  
The configuration of the five forces differs by industry. The strongest competitive force 
or forces determine the profitability of an industry and become the most important 
strategy formulation. The most salient force, however, is not always obvious. (Porter, 
Harvard Business Review 2008).  
 
Bargaining power of buyers 
“Buyers are powerful if they have negotiating leverage relative to industry participants, 
especially if they are price sensitive, using their clout primarily to pressure price 
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reductions“ (Porter, Harvard Business Review 2008). 
The music market in Germany is full of competitors, which makes the bargaining power 
of the buyers stronger. There are many of choices for the consumer, which makes 
switching easy. They might do this if they believe that the product is too expensive or if 
it does not meet their needs. The prices of these streaming services are in the same price 
range, and might not be the crucial factor in the switching provider.  
As an example, Spotify provides a free streaming service and WiMP provides a more 
expensive one with better sound quality.  
The switching costs are low in the streaming service (non-existent if the subscription is 
due). As stated it is also very easy to switch to another provider. Consumers even have 
the possibility to transfer their music library from one streaming provider to another. 
This makes it is easy and effortless to switch to another provider if you are dissatisfied 
with your current provider. This is a threat for WiMP, and the bargaining power of the 
buyer becomes stronger.  
Based on Porter’s five forces model we conclude that the bargaining power of buyers is 
high.  
 
Threat of substitute products or services  
“A substitute perform the same or a similar function as an industry’s product by a 
different means. Substitutes are always present, but they are easy to overlook because 
they may appear to be very different from the industry’s product” (Porter, Harvard 
Business Review 2008). 
It is easy to find other suppliers offering the same type of service as WiMP.  
As mentioned earlier in the thesis, there are many substitute products. The substitute 
products like YouTube and radio are free of charge, which is a threat due to its low risk 
and easy accessibility. People might prefer this instead of a paid service. There is no 
need for any software, installation or subscription. Some of the substitutes requires 
internet access, and may not be used offline. CD’s and radio will always be a strong 
substitute due to the fact that it is easy accessible, and do not require internet access. 
However it lacks mobility, e.g. compared to offline mode WiMP provides on a 
smartphone.  
Based on Porter’s five forces model we conclude that the threat of substitute products or 
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services is high.  
 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
“Powerful suppliers capture more of the value for themselves by charging higher prices, 
limiting quality or services, or shifting costs to industry participants. When switching 
costs are high, industry participants find it hard to play suppliers off against one 
another. (Note that suppliers may have switching costs as well. This limits their power)” 
(Porter, Harvard Business Review 2008). 
Major labels and independent distributors must be considered as main suppliers.  
WiMP has to make individual agreements with them regarding the rights to use the 
music. The same goes for GEMA that requires a small share for each paying customer. 
Some artists are boycotting streaming services and are therefore not available.  
Internet service providers are controlling the traffic for WiMP’s streams and regulating 
the bandwidth for certain content. Most of the suppliers are operating with fixed prices 
and are publicly driven. They are not trying to squeeze profit out of their “customers” 
and we therefore conclude that the bargaining power of suppliers is low.  
 
Threat of new entrants 
“The threat of entry in an industry depends on the height of entry barriers that are 
present and on the reaction entrants can expect from incumbents. If entry barriers are 
low and new- comers expect little retaliation from the entrenched competitors, the threat 
of entry is high and industry profitability is moderated. It is the threat of entry, not 
whether entry actually occurs, that holds down profitability” (Porter, Harvard Business 
Review 2008). 
WiMP is already present in the German market along with approximately 10 other 
direct competitors. The known competitors are Spotify, Napster, Simfy, Deezer, Juke, 
Ampya, Qobuz, Rdio, Rara and Google play.  
“Germany Trade & Invest” is a German economic development agency. The agency 
helps and support companies that want to enter Germany, with up to date market 
research and in depth information. Making the barrier to enter the German music market 
lower.  
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The threat of new entrants is high in the German music streaming market. This is due to 
the fact that there is not many “big players” present in the industry. Spotify stands out 
as the leading player in the market and the other companies are more minor, and 
fighting for the market shares. Brand loyalty among the consumer is not yet strongly 
present among the minor competitors. Spotify has been in the industry for some years 
and gained better brand equity compared to the other market share holders. Based on 
the last eight years, 10 companies have been introduced that WiMP consider as their 
main competition. As Porter defines it; the threat of entry can be high whether entry 
actually occurs or not. Threat of new entry is high. 
 
Rivalry among existing competitors  
“High rivalry limits the profitability of an industry. The degree to which rivalry drives 
down an industry’s profit potential depends, first, on the intensity with which 
companies compete and, second, on the basis on which they compete” (Porter, Harvard 
Business Review 2008). 
Based on information from WiMP, the company has 10 different direct competitors: 
Spotify, Napster, Simfy, Deezer, Juke, Ampya, Qobuz, Rdio, Rara and Google play. 
Some of the competitors are more significant than others. Based on our survey we 
conclude that the most significant competitor is Spotify.  
Based on a survey form 2013 by Midia consulting, the German market is still behind on 
the development in the music streaming business. Whereas Germany, US, UK and 
Japan are in the leading downloading markets. Another speed bump is the CD revenue 
post, Germany is the fourth largest market where CD´s are still bought, 70% of revenue. 
Moreover the problem of this is that “many CD buyers are simply falling out of habit of 
buying music rather than going digital”, (Midia Consulting, 2013.) When interpreting 
this data we can see that WiMP and other existing competitors have to compete heavily 
for market shares and also the potential market shares. One of WiMP ́s goals is not 
necessarily to be the market leader, but to focus on high quality and inspiring their 
consumers to have a better music experience. On the basis of this heavy competition, 
we conclude that the rivalry is high. 
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We conclude that the four of the forces are high and only the bargaining power of the 
supplier is low. By analyzing the market on these factors we can conclude that this is a 
very tough market to get into and be successful. However, it is a fairly new industry and 
the potential of the market is huge and will as we stated in the competitor’s analysis 
most likely continue to grow. 
 
5.3 PESTEL Analysis WiMP 
We have decided to include the PESTEL analysis in the thesis to get an overview over 
different external factors that are of high relevance for WiMP.  
The PESTEL analysis is used to identify market growth trends and macro 
environmental. The gathered information through the framework should be assessed 
thoroughly and can be used to modify the current and future strategy of the company. 
PESTEL is exploring both positive and potential negative influences for a company. 
The six factors are Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and 
Legal.  
The PESTEL framework is used to identify market growth trends and macro 
environmental factors that are of high importance for a company. The gathered 
information through the PESTEL framework should be assessed thoroughly and can be 
used to modify the current and future strategy of the company. PESTEL cover both 
positive and potential negative factors for a company. The six factors are Political, 
Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal.  
 
Political factors 
According to Selnes (2011, p.231) political factors are the degree of which a 
government and public institutions intervene with the economy and in markets. 
Additional tax, trade agreements and protection of markets are some examples.  
Business activities in Germany are free from regulation restricting day-to-day business. 
The government does not make any distinction between foreign nationals and Germans 
regarding investments or the establishment of companies (Germany Trade & Invest). 
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Economical factors 
Selnes (2011,232) refers to economic factors as interest rates, taxation charges, 
economic growth, inflation and exchange rates. Changes in these factors can have a 
considerable impact on growth both indirectly and directly. 
WiMP is offering a rather affordable product. Economic factors are less likely to affect 
the company’s macro environment. In a traditional business with production of high 
priced goods, this would be of importance, however WiMP belongs to new kind of 
businesses who do not offer a physical product. 
 
Social factors 
In Selnes (2011, p.232) social factors include demographic changes such as wealth, 
education, mobility, population growth and employment. Social factors also include 
changes in cultural values and what people generally think of as important.  
The current consumer pattern provides WiMP with many opportunities. As of 2012 
“physical music” represent (CD, Music DVD, Vinyl) 79.5% of all sales. 
This leaves digital music with a sale percentage of 20.5%. CD has still a strong position 
in the German music market, however the trend is shifting towards digital sources. 
Music streaming is becoming more popular for each year, especially in the segment 20 
to 29 year old listeners. From 2011 to 2012 streaming services increased with 38.7% 
and every fifth euro is generated digitally. Germany has the fourth largest music-market 
in the world with an estimated percentage of 7.9% of all sales worldwide. 
Streaming is still considered new and many music listeners have yet to discover which 
possibilities that are available. This can grant WiMP many new customers in the future.  
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Figure 15: Physical and digital music graph, 2012. Source: 
(http://www.musikindustrie.de/branchendaten/) 
 
Technological factors  
Selnes (2011, p.232) states that “technological factors include the creation of new 
products and new processes. Technology can create new markets, lower costs and 
improve quality”. 
 
As of October 2013 statistics indicate that 37.4 million people are using a smartphone. 
That represents approximately 59.8% of the all mobile phone owners in Germany. 
The numbers are increasing for every month, however the growth was more rapid from 
2009 until 2012. With such a high amount of smartphone users there should be no 
technical barriers for WiMP and their mobile phone software.  
 
Environmental factors 
Selnes (2011, p.232-233) states that environmental factors are mainly about climate, 
weather and climate change.  
There is a serious environmental focus in Germany at this moment. The government has 
decided to close down all nuclear power plants within 2020 and recycling is considered 
Physical and digital sales 
Physical 79,5% 
Digital 20,5% 
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very important. Germany is focusing on becoming more eco friendly. Streaming is 
definitely a more “green” product by skipping the part of CD and CD-case productions 
etc. The music listening devices consumers need for using a streaming service, are 
products they often already possess. Phones, computers etc. There is no need to create 
any more physical products to use WiMP’s services.  
 
Legal factors  
Selnes (2011, p.233) mention legal factors as laws related to both supply and demand 
sides of a marked. Other factors are restrictions on products usage, selling methods, 
distribution methods and standards of product quality. 
 
Internet piracy is a criminal offence in Germany. Several hundred million euros are lost 
each year as a result of illegal mp3 and other torrent downloads. Almost three million 
different people downloaded illegal music in 2009. This affects songwriters, the artists 
and the music business in general. Ever since 2004 internet piracy has been prosecuted. 
Nevertheless the “war against internet piracy” has turned out to be a way for private law 
firms to make profit. Many consider this a “legal scam” where lawyers send out 
copyright violation warnings to private households. These warnings may ask for up to 
€1000 in exchange for not go to trial even though the recipient only has downloaded 
one song or one episode of a TV-series.  
 
”The Federation of German Consumer Organizations reports that over 4.3 million 
Germans down to the age of 14 have received warnings of this nature” 2 
  
The consequences of downloading illegal files in Germany are more devastating 
compared to other countries. This makes legal music streaming a highly attractive 
choice. WiMP offers faster access, more organized, updated and higher quality on the 
music than any illegal torrent alternative.  
 
 
The social, legal and technological factors within the PESTEL frameworks are of 
importance to WiMP. The fact that digital music is growing and illegal downloading 
                                                
2 
http://www.afterdawn.com/news/article.cfm/2013/07/01/germany_limits_p2p_piracy_fi
nes 
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can result in severe consequences is important to assess when doing business in 
Germany. Environmental factors are of less important since WiMP provides a digital 
product. 
 
5.4 The Industry’s Globalization 
“Every company must assess the industry’s degree of globalization when developing a 
business strategy. The goal is to regulate the company’s adaption to international 
markets based on the competition and market related factors and its ability to handle 
these internally” (Solberg 2010, p.140). Some industries are defined as oligopolies with 
very few competitors while others are more open for competition. 
 
Globalization drivers 
“There are three factors that must be considered when entering a new market” (Solberg 
2010, p144). 
 
Protectionist regulations 
Both Norway and Germany are members of EU/EFTA and are bound by the agreement 
of the four freedoms. This includes free trade between all countries in the European 
Economic Area. However, there is other protectionist to consider in Germany. 
WiMP has to pay a share for all customers to the state-authorized collecting society and 
performance rights organization GEMA. The organization has over 64 000 members 
within a wide spread of musical genres.   
 
Nationalistic attitudes among buyers 
“This factor can influence the consumer’s attitude towards different product or services. 
People often prefer to buy national products over foreign, however this is often more 
bound to specific industries like food and cars. This behavior is not necessary 
influenced by protectionist regulations; it is often a result of tradition and a strong 
collective feeling of loyalty” (Solberg 2010 p.144). 
 
Different preferences among buyers or different traditions related to technical solutions 
The markets can be more difficult to approach and growth may experience though 
challenges. German customers still prefer to purchase CD's over digital music. This is 
valuable insight for WiMP who must work against this trend. Digital music has 
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currently a market share of 20.8% in Germany (Bundesverband Musikindustrie, 2012) 
 
6. SWOT Analysis of WiMP 
The next step in this thesis after the internal and external analysis is to summarize it, 
using a simple SWOT analysis in the figure below. We will also go more detailed and 
in depth of some of the more important criteria’s of the strength and weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats. 
 
 
Figure 16: SWOT – Kotler & Keller (2009, p.99)(self-provided) 
 
6.1 In Debt Analysis  
Strengths 
Advantages of the software 
(Much of the information is from WiMP´s webpage) 
Offline feature: Wimp offers a feature were all the preferable music is available offline,  
(but the consumer will be needing access to internet at least ones to download the 
music, and store it for offline use). The offline advantage is better than what many of 
Strengths: 
Software 
Customized product 
Offline feature 
Lossless quality 
Daily provided news 
Customized playlists 
Weaknesses: 
Pricing 
Lack of free software 
Small market share  
Opportunities: 
Future oriented 
Green products 
Potential marked leader 
Threats: 
Piracy  
Competitors 
Holdouts – “Prisoners dilemma” 
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WiMP´s substitute competitors can offer. Most of the substitutes require a constant 
online internet access. This advantage makes WiMP more attractive to people that listen 
to music outside of their homes (due to the assumption that most people in Germany 
have an internet connection at home). Today internet access like 3G and 4G is common 
to have on the smartphone, tablets or even the laptop. To have an offline version is not 
needed for all consumers who listen to music outside home/work. Furthermore by using 
the offline option may help people save money (by not using the expensive internet 
access on portable gadgets). There are in fact many places that are without reception of 
internet access; like on countryside, mountains (cabins), on the sea etc. 
 
When traveling and going on vacations, it is common to be on places with poor 
reception. The offline option makes the music available all over the world, at any time, 
or any place. Using portable internet access outside the ISP’s country, tend to be very 
expensive as well. 
   
HIFI feature:  
What makes WiMP’s HiFi product better than the other providers is the use of Audio 
FLAC and ALAC files which provide a very high quality on the music. Higher quality 
than any other digital music provider. FLAC has slightly more efficient compression 
than ALAC, squeezing the same information into a smaller space. In both cases, the 
compression is lossless, meaning that the original WAV data can be recovered exactly, 
so no loss of quality. WiMP HiFi offers the uncompressed files direct from the labels, 
just as the artists intended. This gives the same sound quality that a CD can provide. 
HiFi is like HD for the TV.  
 
By offering a service of equal or better quality (better as the fact that streaming cannot 
be destroyed like a CD, and it is more portable) the company may be able to convert the 
“CD consumers” to use streaming and still keep their needs (and keep them satisfied). 
Lossy codecs (like MP3, WMA etc.) throw away some of the original data in order to 
get higher compression ratios (lower bitrates in the compressed file). When the data is 
decompressed it is not exactly the same as the original data, meaning the consumer get a 
digital audio file that is not exactly the same as the original, lowering the quality of the 
sound. WiMP is currently the only provider of this advanced streaming service. 
WiMP is currently in the startup phase of introducing music videos as well, constantly 
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adapting to the rapidly changing industry, and consumer’s needs. Adaption is 
mentioned more under “threats”. 
 
Provides information to the consumers 
WiMP has local editors in every country, where they are present, to provide their 
consumers with daily recommendations and playlist’s preferable for any occasion. As a 
member the subscriber will get daily news about upcoming albums and songs, new 
releases etc. this is given in the software application, or too their email.  
 
WiMP provide playlists for professional businesses: In fitness classes the trainer 
provides a playlist, and the participants can make suggestions to add on the list. The 
students can follow the playlists over social media completely legal, and the trainer 
might increase loyalty. 
In hotel, bars, and restaurants, they can develop different playlists for each part of the 
building (reception, pool area, lounge etc.) all using the same source. Every guest can 
enjoy a free license from WiMP during the stay. 
 
In shops, they are able to play music based on mood, events, time of day etc. This helps 
to enhance the shopping experience – and hopefully even create more sales. Customers 
are able to receive free WiMP trial vouchers, or buy WiMP gift cards at the counter. 
The customers are able to follow the shops playlists and recommendations on Twitter or 
Facebook. WiMP do offers all this solutions to professional businesses, but in Germany 
they are still under developing of their entry, so this is yet to come. 
The last one is regarding schools and kindergartens; where they can create moods and 
enhance the productivity of studying. They are also able to select between a wide ranges 
of audio books and children’s playlists, prepared and handpicked by the editorials in 
WiMP. 
 
Copy your playlists: WiMP has made it very easy to transfer the subscribers favorite 
playlists from other streaming service providers (like Spotify), making it easier to 
switch provider without much trouble. 
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Advantages in WiMPs business model 
“The music industry is more or less a playground (and battlefield) of new business 
models” (Osterwalder 2010). 
 
The “physical” world has restrictions regarding space. The bottleneck in this industry is 
that buying physical music, and display it in the stores are restricted. What will the 
music stores put in their shelves? Probably only the bestselling CD’s and LP’s.  
Streaming does not have any physical restrictions, due to the fact that the store is of 
unlimited space. This is the case to all online music providers.  
 
Niche markets 
The HiFi version that is offered today is focused mainly on niche markets. This could 
be positive due to the fact that professional musicians, (DJ’s, producers etc.) or just 
people with high interest in music, are probably looking for a product that can offer 
more than the mainstream products (like Spotify). Customizing the product for different 
segments are well-known strategy to obtain great success. After the release of the HiFi 
version, the amount of subscribers has increased. 
 
WiMP offers what they call WiMP DIY, it is a market place for unsigned bands and 
artists. In collaboration with Phonofile, the idea is to give unknown artists and bands the 
opportunity to distribute their music for free through WiMP streaming service, as well 
as a wide array of other digital services. WiMP DIY is based on the individual as artists 
doing the job of releasing music themselves. 70% of payouts from WiMP to distributor 
go back to the artist. The remaining 30% covers administration and settlements from 
Phonofile.  
 
Weaknesses  
Weaknesses of the software 
This topic is too subjective to answer, so the only way to find out if the software needs 
to make adaption or edit changes is to conduct a survey with the subscribers to find out 
what is wrong, or if anything is missing. Social media sites or other computer software, 
the programmers do develop innovative changes and creations of what they think would 
benefit the consumers. This is of course strength of the company, if they are able to do 
this and make success with it. 
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Weaknesses in the business model 
Pricing 
Even if WiMP may consider themselves to be a premium product/service, it may lack 
an edition of its software that could be less expensive. Many of its substitutes and 
competitors offer free versions (paid for with ads, like Spotify), or are free of charge 
even with a full membership (like YouTube). YouTube and other substitutes also do not 
even require a membership for use. The fact that WiMP do not use any form of 
advertising in their service may attract consumers wanting this, due to the idea of 
people or getting tired of being exposed to advertising. To reach younger consumers 
(kids, early students etc.), or new/potential users/customers, it would still be an option 
to offer a free version. This could capture future customers, making an enduring brand. 
When they get older, or more familiar (even “addicted”) to the streaming service, they 
will pay for the more advance and commercial free options.  
 
“Great companies that build an enduring brand have an emotional relationship with 
customers that has no barrier. And that emotional relationship is on the most important 
characteristic, which is trust” (Howard Schultz, Starbucks). 
Wimp do offers a 30-day trial, but this may not be as attractive as a free version. Many 
consumers consider “free trial” as an incentive to use “product” that they later will have 
to pay for. Many consumers do not trust trials as they often require to sign up with a 
credit card, and after the trial period is over they get billed if they do not cancel it.  
 
WiMP did try a free version in different countries some years ago, but they concluded 
that “with this type of service, and those type of customer, it really didn’t work” 
(Kjartan Slette, Head of strategy at WiMP). 
 
Opportunities 
Offering a high quality and a better product earlier than the competitors could lead to 
being marked leaders in the future. Technology always develops for each year, and 
more “players” would jump on this trend (high quality music) with the years to come. In 
the future; consumers may only look for high sound quality, when their audio listening 
devices develops and gets better. The differences from decent sound quality to high 
sound quality are more noticeable. The prices will also probably be lowered over the 
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years when more players enter the “high quality market”. 
 
Being future orientated makes the company gets first in the row, and first in the market. 
This is always great in a potential profitable market. Being first also gives you an 
advantage of technological development, and the opportunity to develop it further and 
better compared to your future competitors. Being a pioneering company means that the 
company are the only provider and have all the consumers for yourself. 
 
A disadvantage may be that your new developed technology and futures may be easier 
copied for the new players. It may be cheaper for “new players” to steal ideas and 
technology when it is already present in the market. It is well known in different 
industries that one actor has done all the work, and spend allot of money on R&D. 
Newcomers have the opportunity to just copy the most successful business model and 
technology, to make an easy entry to the market. Patent security does help on this 
matter, but in WiMP case, it could be hard to take a patent on their work, because they 
are not the creators of much of the technology they are using. Being a unique service 
provider and future orientated may be WiMP’s biggest advantage to exploit.   
 
“WiMP’s aim is to be on top of distributing and to provide multimedia music 
entertainment, which combines audio, video and other kinds of music entertainment”, 
(Chen, CEO of WiMP). 
 
Threats 
Music companies today are more complex than ever. Just selling records it not enough 
anymore. Some companies do even create their own music, organizing concerts, 
produce and sell fan-merchandise, promote and market artists as well as taking part in 
the publishing. Even taking care of the fan clubs of the artists. WiMP cannot be 
compared to the big music companies or the traditional record outlet stores. WiMP does 
not creat, or has no interest in creating their own music. The only way they can create 
profit is with subscribers/memberships or ads.  
 
The digitalization of music has created a wide range of difficulties and threats, like 
internet piracy. This will always be an option for people who do not want to pay for 
their music. As mentioned in the “PESTEL analysis” it will affect the streaming service 
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industry, the traditional “physical” music industry, and the artists. Many consumers 
today prefer a legal alternative like streaming. The selection of music in legal streaming 
services are larger and easier to find. 
 
Another threat for music streaming services, are the artists themselves. Some artist does 
not want to be in streaming services. Holdouts from music streaming services make up 
a small and exclusive club. The Beatles, The Eagles, Garth Brooks, AC/DC, George 
Harrison, Bob Seger and Tool top the list of artists who have yet to join a music 
streaming service. By 2012 the list got a bit shorter: Bands like Red Hot Chili Peppers 
and Metallica stopped being streaming holdouts by exclusively joining Spotify (the Red 
Hot Chili Peppers are now on WiMP and other services as well). This is a problem 
mostly known as a “Prisoner’s dilemma” that shows why two individuals might not 
cooperate, even if it appears that it is in their best interests to do so. 
7. Strategy  
After summarizing the internal and external factors in the SWOT analysis, we are 
continuing with the strategy. In this part, we will address all the relevant factors from 
the thesis regarding WiMP’s future development.   
 
7.1 Strategic Problem Definition 
“How can WiMP attract new consumers in the German market when consumers are not 
aware of the service that is offered. Also how can WiMP create a solid foothold, and get 
a competitive advantage over their competitors in the German market.” 
 
7.2 Operative and Strategic Objectives 
Operative Objectives (2-5 years) 
o Increase brand awareness and brand image in the German market  
o Achieve a positive turnover in the German market  
o Integrate WiMP on more devices 
o Develop new attributes (e.g. videos), to adapt to a rapidly changing industry 
o Constantly expand their music library  
 
Strategic Objectives (5-10 years) 
o Increase market share in the German market 
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o Maintain and improve brand equity  
o Maintain and improve turnover  
o Constantly expand the music library  
 
7.3 Critical Success Factors 
We have come to the conclusion that the conditions and variables that needs to be 
sustained, maintained and/or managed to create an impact on the success for WiMP are: 
o Financials   
o Human capital 
o Adaption, integration and innovation (technology)  
o Differentiation  
o Marketing structure 
 
Financials 
A financial strategy should always be mentioned in an organization’s strategic plan. 
Make budgets or just explain how the company plans to finance its overall operations to 
meet its objectives in the future. We have not received information from WiMP on how 
they finance their operations, or where they take out loans. Subscribers are as 
mentioned earlier the only way WiMP makes an income, and we therefore conclude that 
subscribers are the plan to future finance their operations and pay of their eventual debts 
from loans. 
 
The music streaming industry may not be the most lucrative market to enter without a 
unique strategy, due to the costs during the start-up phase. An immature market is costly 
to enter, it takes a considerable effort on marketing to integrate and educate the market, 
which tend to be very expensive.  
 
Human capital 
WiMP is focusing on hiring creative and skilled editorials for the editorial part. 
Knowledge, social and personality attributes, creativity, cognitive ability is many of the 
main factors human capital are all about, and which are of importance for WiMP. 
Strong human capital creates economic value to the company. It is likely that WiMP 
would not be as successful as they are, if they had a lack of human capital. It is easy to 
assume that they are innovative, having a good market knowledge and are 
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understanding the business concept of streaming. They managed successfully being a 
new player in an already competitive market, and being a small company compared too 
many of its substitutes and competitors.  
 
Adaption, integration and innovation 
The focus on adapting their products to the rapidly changes in the industry is crucial. 
WiMP needs to be innovative and come up with new solutions and technological 
innovations to be on top, so they can offer as much, or more, than their competitors. 
E.g. many streaming providers are producing radio channels, meaning that the users 
have the opportunity to listen to an endless stream of music. WiMP does also provide 
this, using their own algorithms. Meaning, subscribers can start from a playlist, track or 
an album and create an individual radio station out of that. WiMP will as mentioned 
introduce an option for watching videos in their application. Also integrating the same 
algorithms used in their radio option, in their video options. WiMP are not interested in 
just showing a list of videos with rows of content, but making use of the editorials and 
provide a tailored option for the user. Presenting the videos in a “fresh” way, making it 
more fun and interesting to watch. “Videos will be in a larger demand, and most of the 
players will offer it” (Kjartan Slette, head of strategy WiMP). 
 
WiMP is looking at an interesting part of the market today, for video demand at home. 
Several box products develops fast, products that are able to stream high definition 
content via the wireless network to the big screens (e.g. Chromecast). Everything that is 
connected to entertainment in the living room is high on every music provider’s agenda 
today.  
 
WiMP’s goal is to offer video streaming on all devices during this summer of 2014.  
Integrating WiMP in most entertainment system is also of importance for their future 
strategy e.g. in dashboards of cars. They are working on a solution to make this 
convenient and simple to use.  
 
Segmentation by pricing:  
WiMP has the opportunity to reach out to an entire usage group/segment from the days 
of physical purchase. The segment that used to spend hundreds of euros each month on 
CD’s and Vinyl’s/ LP’s. Due to the fact that a streaming service has a fixed price, e.g. 
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€9.9 per month. Meaning consumers have no possibility to spend more. Offering a HiFi 
version, doubling the price, they could target these consumers. The results indicates a 
large potential to drive the prices higher. Different prices will definitely be more 
common to see in the market. Looking at Spotify and Dieezer, one will probably “kill” 
the other, because they are offering exact the same product.  
 
7.4 Marketing Structure 
“Marketing orientation is concerned with marketing´s functional role of coordinating 
the four P´s. While market orientation is concerned with generation and dissemination 
of, and response to, information concerning service users, competitors, and 
collaborators for the purpose if maximizing corporate value” (Bryan Lucas, lecture 
notes page 1).  
 
Market orientation 
Market orientation focuses on the customers, competitors and collaborators 
(generation), and the inter functional coordination, in addition to the four P´s. Inter 
functional coordination is one of the necessary principle of market orientation. 
Meaning, it is the coordination of all company activities leading to the increase a 
business performance. 
 
WiMP is considering the different generation’s perspective, giving WiMP an outside-in 
perspective. The perspective is a deliberate approach and activity that aims to drag the 
business back into focusing on what is going on in the lives of their subscribers, giving 
WiMP a superior performance and knowledge towards the market. 
 
7.5 The Nine Strategic Windows  
“The nine strategic windows analyze the industry structure and internationalization 
capability, and provide the company signals for which strategy should be chosen. As a 
main conclusion we can say that the whole philosophy behind the tool is to identify 
strategies to win in a globalizing market, and avoid falling into the wrong corner of the 
model - "Prepare possible acquisitions”. In many ways the model is at all levels prepare 
the company for globalization, but with strategies that are tailored to the individual 
company's situation.” (Solberg 2010, p.155). 
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3. Enter new business   6.Prepare for globalization  9.Strengthen your global 
position 
2. Consolidate your export 
markets 
  5. Consider expansion in 
international markets 
 8. Seek global alliance 
1. Stay in home market   4. Seek niches in 
international markets 
 7. Prepare for a buyout 
Figure 17: Solberg´s nine windows (Solberg, 2009:149) 
 
Consider expansion in international market 
In this window we find companies that has gained a certain position in international 
markets, and also has developed an international business culture that they can build on. 
Strategically, the company should prepare for the possibility of changes in global 
direction. This means that the company should develop networking and marketing 
positions in strategic key markets, thus getting "the hang of" important customers and 
competitors. An enterprise will be bettered equipped if the market should change in a 
global direction. 
 
Based on information on the internal and external analysis we will locate WiMP in 
window five; consider expansion in international markets. Being in this window WiMP 
is a potential global company and has a medium internationalization capability.  
WiMP has also gained a certain position in the international market by already being 
present in five markets (countries). Based on the ACE-model WiMP has already an 
international business culture, which they can continue to improve and build stronger. 
WiMP has already started to expand its network by collaborate with Ziggo, a partner in 
the Netherlands. 
 
“The strategic markets in this case are domestic markets and markets where WiMP´s 
competitors have a good foothold and large market share, even though it seems a bit 
ambitious, it is necessary to have clout to fight back where it hurts the competitors 
most; their domestic markets.” (Solberg, 2010 p.151). We have already determined that 
WiMP has 10 direct competitors and Spotify is the largest competitor, who has its 
domestic market in Sweden. WiMP needs to get a foothold in the competitor’s 
domestics market to establish a solid customer relationship. We believe that this is a 
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strategy WiMP already has implemented.   
 
The nine strategic windows disclose that WiMP should expand to international markets, 
which they already have. WiMP have gained a certain position in the market and should 
continue to expand and increase their network as well as their markets. It is important to 
know where WiMP is positioned due to the future strategy, and avoid falling into the 
wrong corner.  
 
7.6 Marketing Mix  
Continuing with the strategy we will now direct our focus on the marketing mix. With 
the focus on the four P´s we will state what WiMP is doing today, and what we think 
they should improve or implement in the future. 
 
Product 
“In planning its market offering, the marketer needs to address five product levels. Each 
level adds more customer value, and the five constitutes the customer hierarchy.” 
(Kotler and Keller, 2009 p.358). The different levels are core benefit, basic product, 
expected product, augmented product and potential product. 
  
WiMP provides two different versions, Premium and HiFi.  
The local editorial management is a feature that exceeds the expectations of the 
consumers, and which differentiate them from the competition as well. The 
recommendation for new music is also a feature that is an augmented product. 
 
It is crucial to stay ahead and to focus on continuous R&D. This is an industry that is 
dependent on technology. The technology is evolving and it is important to evolve with 
it and be adaptive of the changes. This is how the company stays relevant and 
competitive. 
 
Price 
Traditionally price has operated as a major determinant of buyer’s choice. Consumers 
and purchasing agents have more access to price information and price discounters. 
Consumers put pressure on retailers to lower their prices. Retailers put pressure on 
manufacturers to lower their prices. The result is a marketplace characterized by heavy 
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discounting and sales promotion. (Kotler and Keller, 2009 p.416).  
 
Price does not only provide income for the firm, it could also signal quality. WiMP has 
higher price than the competition on its HiFi version. This is a higher quality service 
and is also received by the consumers as higher quality. 
 
Since WiMP is offering an online service, there is low production cost regarding the 
product. However they have to pay a GEMA fee for every subscriber and they have to 
pay for the rights of the songs. This is what needs to be covered in their pricing policy. 
 
Promotion 
As stated in the thesis we believe that WiMP should be focusing on differentiation. 
They should have their promotion and communication accordingly to their overall 
strategy. It is very important with a customized communication. This will secure the 
most effective communication to the target group. 
 
WiMP should implement some of the same strategies they have applied in Norway, 
like an agreement with a large telecommunication company, so WiMP can reach out to 
the smartphone users. They should also focus on social media as well as music 
magazines, so the niche segment is reached. 
 
Social media is an excellent way of communicating with the consumers. The advantage 
of social media is the ability to have a two-way communication with the consumers. 
They should maintain their profile on Facebook and Twitter. This is used by many 
industries and it gives the company the ability to control more of the reputation online.  
People complain on the Internet. With a user on Twitter and Facebook, they have the 
ability to respond and shape the reception of the brand. 
 
With the use of social media they have the possibility to reach a large group of their 
consumers at very low costs. The use of contests and giveaways are frequently used on 
Facebook. This creates awareness and attention towards the brand and product. This is 
something they should make use of to communicate with the consumers.  
Directed marketing is also a key point using online advertising, especially on social 
media sites. Databases created by using “cookies” can create a tailored ad to potential 
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customers, or give current subscribers personalized news and recommendations. 
 
WiMP should promote the use of gift cards for paid subscription in electro stores such 
as Saturn and Telecom stores. Get their cards next to Spotify, which is already present 
in the stores in Germany. Most of the people buy it for themselves, but with a gift card 
solution the subscribers may adopt new subscribers by gifting their friends and families. 
As mentioned earlier, WiMP do offer this solutions according to their webpage, but it is 
still not present in Germany.  
 
Place 
WiMP is offered online, which makes it very accessible for consumer. WiMP´s 
homepage is the place where the consumers can get a subscription. When providing a 
service it is useful to have some risk averse for the consumers, this is used on their 
website. The consumer has the possibility to get a tryout period to know and learn about 
the service before making a commitment to subscribe. This is something they should 
continue and keep updating. 
 
By going through the four P´s we understand the importance of continuous R&D to 
improve the product, and to keep their price differentiation so it signals better quality. 
What we also find to be an important factor is that they should be present in some 
physical stores and to increase promotion activities to gain better brand awareness. 
 
7.7 Blue Ocean Strategy 
Blue Ocean Strategy by W. Chan Kim and Mauborgne is one of the best business books 
released the last decade and are being used in the curriculum at INSEAD in the MBA 
courses. 
 
The term “Blue Ocean” is a relatively new term, but the content has been known in 
business for 100 years, with many different approaches. In this section we want to give 
a recommendation based on this strategy.  
 
As a company it is recommended to work towards the “blue ocean” and not stay in the 
“red ocean”. The red ocean is a market where you compete on the same premises and 
the offer exceeds the demands in the market. Making it very difficult to succeed. The 
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blue ocean is a market that is not yet offered and the demand exceeds the offer. 
 
Different strategies in Red Ocean VS Blue Ocean 
Red Ocean Strategy  Blue Ocean Strategy 
Compete on today´s market  Create an undisputed market 
Beat the competition  Make the competition excess 
Exploit existing demand  Create and capture new demands 
Figure 18: W. Chan Kim, Renèe Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy, (2010, p.29.) 
 
It is very hard to be successful when a company is in the red ocean, it is a brutal fight 
for market shares and the four P´s is copied and challenged. If the company can manage 
to get in the blue ocean they can compete more freely with no competitors and set their 
own terms. WiMP is more close to a blue ocean with its niche focusing on sound 
quality and focus on national and local music. However, it may be easily copied. 
Spotify got ahead of the other streaming providers with excellent timing on advertising 
through Facebook and a two-year head start before WiMP. If the company can perfect 
their positioning and make it into the blue ocean they can get ahead on the competition 
and get an advantage. 
 
By getting into a blue ocean they must try to break away from the competition and bring 
the consumers something new. There is huge potential in the technology. They can start 
their own festival and stream concerts live on the software and app. By develop and 
implement these ideas, they could break away from the other streaming providers, but 
still be offering the streaming service as well. This is something that requires a 
significant amount of recourses and is a long-term approach. But this is a strategy that 
can achieve blue ocean and an edge on the competition. 
 
7.8 Porter´s Generic Strategies 
A company position itself using a strategy that applies to its strengths. “A firms 
strengths fall into one of two heading: cost advantage and differentiation” (Michael 
Porter).  
 
There are 3 generic strategies; cost leadership, differentiation and focus. Within the 
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focus strategy there are cost focus and differentiation focus. Porter has argued that 
successful companies are either focused on cost or differentiation. A pitfall of choosing 
more than one of the generic strategies is that in the long-term a company could get 
stuck in the middle and they wouldn’t achieve a competitive advantage at all. We will 
focus on the relevant strategy for WiMP, which is focused differentiation. 
 
 
 
Figure 19: Porters Generic Strategy. Source:  
(http://www.docstoc.com/docs/110260674/The-Five-Generic-Competitive-Strategies) 
(self-provided) 
 
Differentiation Focus 
The purpose of a focused differentiation is to focus on a narrow segment within the 
segment. The HiFi version is a precise example of this. The advantage of such a focus 
gives the company an opportunity to charge higher price than the competitors.  
As stated in the analysis of the competition and the market, it is clear that WiMP are the 
only company that offers an option for this niche segment. The focused strategy gives 
advantages in the industry. A differentiation strategy is appropriate where the target 
customer segment is not price sensitive, and the market is competitive or saturated. The 
consumer segment targeted with differentiated products is consumers with specific 
needs. 
 
Overall low-cost provider Broad differentiation 
Focused low-cost provider 
Focused differentiation 
Best-cost 
provider 
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Using Porter’s five forces to compare the strategy to the industry 
Entry Barrier  A focused strategy develops competency, 
which may be considered an entry barrier. 
Buyer Power  The buyers have less power because there 
are no other products like HiFi. 
Supplier Power  Stays the same in this case. 
Threat of Substitutes  A specialized product and competence 
protects WiMP in the short term. However 
in the long run it may be copied. 
Rivalry  The competition does not meet the need of 
the niche market they are targeting 
 
Figure 20: Porters five forces (self-provided).  
 
8. Summary 
Throughout this thesis we have analyzed and identified WiMP´s internal and external 
factors, and conducted different strategic analysis's to understand WiMP´s current 
position. Based on the information gathered we have decided a strategy for the future. 
Below are the most important findings summarized. 
 
Methodology  
In the methodology we mapped out the consumers knowledge about WiMP and 
streaming, and what types of features that are important for them when using a music 
source.  
 
Internal analysis  
In this part we discovered WiMP´s strengths and weaknesses through three different 
analyses. These analysis revealed that WiMP is a highly internationalization focused 
company who possess many traits for succeeding outside their domestic market. WiMP 
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is located in a growing market and is assigned to the extensive export through the 
Bakka-model.  
 
External analysis  
Based on WiMP´s opportunities and threats we discover that the competition in this 
market is tough, due to the fact that the competitors have a large advantage regarding 
access to resources. This is similar with our findings from Porters five forces were we 
conclude that the streaming market is a difficult market to be successful in.  
 
Strategy 
In the strategy discovered that WiMP is a market-oriented business that focuses on 
customers, competitors and collaborators in addition to the four P´s.  Moreover, we 
discovered that WiMP is a company that has already gained a certain position in the 
streaming market and should continue to expand and increase their network as well as 
their markets. The streaming market has a large amount of potential market shares that 
is possible to gain. 
9. Recommendation 
In this section we will present our recommendation for the future development of 
WiMP, based on all the research conducted in our thesis.  
 
Based on the results from our research conducting this paper, we recommend the 
differentiation strategy to get a competitive advantage. The differentiated strategy 
WiMP uses today is their most important advantage in the music streaming market - in 
all countries. 
 
We will therefore recommend WiMP to continue with their successful differentiation 
and focused differentiation strategy. WiMP are offering unique customized features that 
their competitor’s do not provide giving a dominant market position in the segment. 
This should continue to be exploited as much as possible.  
 
Our respondents mostly had a neutral opinion, when we asked of importance of high 
music quality. We can assume that the segment, which are in need of this unique 
service, are not among the respondents, or did not possess enough knowledge of what 
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the service is offering. According to our survey, music recommendations are of 
importance for many of the respondents. Being as unique as WiMP, providing high 
quality streams, and “tailored” music and music recommendations/news for each 
country- this advantage may disappear as several competitors adapt to this tailored 
approach. If WiMP were able to continue being the market leader, and create a solid 
foothold when other players enter the market, they will have an advantage as the 
dominant holder of the market shares.  
 
Another result of our conducted survey was the discovery regarding WiMP’s need to 
improve their brand equity. The brand awareness about WiMP in Germany is low. We 
recommend continuing investing and focusing more on advertising in Germany. We 
recommend using internet (social media, direct marketing, YouTube, and different news 
sites). Here it would be possible to directly target preferable segments. For the “HiFi” 
segment targeted marketing would probably be most beneficial, if there are databases 
available to separate this segment from the population. Advertising in HiFi music 
equipment stores, and music magazines, is also a form of offline marketing for this 
segment..  
 
Our survey findings states that radio and YouTube are popular channels for listening to 
music in Germany, for the respondents who did not use streaming. Advertising on a 
substitute services like YouTube, could even convert some of their users to WiMP. 
Other traditional commercial mediums like TV and radio, are very popular mediums, 
but it is also an expensive channel to advertise in. We would recommend to first focus 
on commercials in the German radio, it is cheaper than television ads, and radio is a 
medium mostly known for listening to music.  
Our survey findings clearly states that a large music library is of importance for all the 
respondents, so an obvious recommendation is to continue expanding the library as 
much as possible. 
 
We recommend WiMP to implement the same strategy they have used in Norway, 
(cooperation’s with partners like Telenor and Canal Digital). Partnership bundling with 
internet service providers, mobile network operators, broadcast satellite providers, 
computer and smartphone providers in Germany would be ideal to introduce potential 
customers to WiMP. The company should stay innovative and invest in research & 
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development. 
 
We know that WiMP is aware of, and is already focusing on many of our findings and 
recommendations. The music streaming service industry is still fairly new and there is 
as mentioned in the thesis large potential market shares. By investing and implementing 
more than the competitors they can get a competitive advantage, and achieve a solid 
foothold in the German music streaming market. 
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